
ART205 PROJECT 2: DAYS IN THE LIFE
Due at the end of class on March 31, 2017 for 10% of Overall Course Grade

PROJECT OVERVIEW  

For your second project in ART205 you will explore the theme of intimate life through a series 
of three printed black and white images. In the context of contemporary photography, intimate 
life refers to everyday experiences and relationships, which may include what author Charlotte 
Cotton describes in The Photograph as Contemporary Art as “the nonevents of daily life: 
sleeping, talking on the phone, traveling by car, being bored and uncommunicative.” 
Commonplace subjects can be unexpectedly powerful, drawing attention to things we wouldn’t 
otherwise notice and often revealing their hidden flip-side. For example, a seemingly quiet 
domestic scene may also hint at embedded discord.

Although intimate life photography is often forthright in presentation—sometimes to the point of
intentionally borrowing the unskilled aesthetics of snapshot photography—it ultimately says 
something meaningful about how we live our lives. Therefore, your goal is to make decisions 
about subject matter, composition and shooting technique that are conscious, considered and 
emotionally honest. Avoid cliché and manipulation per our discussion in class on Friday, 
March 10.

Although your final prints will be in black and white, please shoot in color. Of course, it’s 
important to keep in mind how each image will translate to grayscale. Compositions with decent 
contrast and a range of values are more likely to be successful. Remember, we want our 
photographs to be as close to perfect as possible in camera. This both trains our eye and 
minimizes editing time. IMPORTANT: shoot your images as RAW files and use manual exposure
and focus settings.

PROJECT SUBMISSION  

Three finished prints plus the three digital files associated with those prints are due at the end of 
class on Friday, March 31, 2017. Remember, no late work is accepted, so, if you must be absent 
that day, please contact me to discuss early submission. Those failing to turn in Project 2 by the 
due date will receive a zero.

Although only three photographs will be turned in for Project 2, I expect these to be technically 
proficient, thoughtfully composed, compelling in subject and conceptually engaging. In order to 
achieve these goals, you will need to take many more than three images. I will not count your 
exposures, but I recommend you take a minimum of 100 so you can edit down to three 
EXCEPTIONAL finalists. It helps if you carry your camera with you regularly so you can 
experiment with as many versions of documenting your world as possible. Don’t forget the 
lessons of our last project: be willing to experiment with point of view, framing, lighting, etc. 
This yields more interesting results.
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PROJECT TIMELINE  

Although some time will be provided in-class to work on Project 2, you will also need to 
dedicate outside time to shooting and possibly also to processing and printing.

By Friday, March 24:
You should have at least a few initial images shot. On this date, we will be learning additional 
photo editing in Lightroom including converting photographs to black and white. While you can 
practice the techniques using any RAW file, it will be more beneficial from a time-management 
standpoint if you work on something you will actually use for the project.

By Friday, March 31:
Come to class with all images shot and your final three selected. We will format for printing and 
run prints. In order to get through everyone, it is vital you come prepared. Although you can 
organize (import, name, label, etc.) and edit (convert to black and white, crop, sharpen, etc.) on 
the 31st, consider completing these tasks before class by utilizing open lab hours, which are 
posted on the classroom door. The more finished your files are prior to the start of class, the 
faster you will be able to print, which leaves time to troubleshoot if necessary.

GRADING  

Project 2 is worth 10% of the overall course grade for ART205. Criteria for grading include:

1. Completion of all requirements in a timely manner.

2. Use of focus, focal length, white balance, shutter speed, aperture, ISO and overall 
exposure to support your images and their content. For this project you may choose to 
adopt a snapshot aesthetic, but any “unskilled” elements should look intentional. For 
example, blur should enhance meaning rather than simply reflecting incorrect shutter 
speed settings.

3. Compositional strength of images with consideration of framing, emphasis and point of 
view.

4. Interpretation of and engagement in the theme of intimate life.

5. Conceptual strength of your series. Do you say something meaningful with your 
photographs?

6. Overall quality of your images.

7. Proper formatting of both digital files and prints.


